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ABSTRACT 

 

Arbitration is a private method of adjudication and a consensual process.  It is governed by the 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. This article glances at ‘arbitration’ as an Alternate 

Dispute Resolution mechanism. It lists out the beneficial features and the objectives of the Act. The 

article also discusses the two types of arbitration processes which can be availed by an individual. The 

article further discusses the effectiveness of the Act and minimization of the supervisory role of the 

courts ever since the enactment of the Act. The article further finds its tributaries in discussing the 

challenges that are faced by arbitral tribunals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The law relating to Arbitration is contained in the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 

1996. This Act came into force on 25th January, 1996. It extends to the whole of India 

except the State of Jammu and Kashmir. The Act is of consolidating and amending 

nature and is not exhaustive. But it goes much beyond the scope of its predecessor i.e. 

the 1940 Act. The reason for this is the inclusion of provisions for domestic 

arbitration, international commercial arbitration and also enforcement of foreign 

arbitral awards. The new Act also contains provisions regarding conciliation. This Act 

functions in consonance with and on the basis of the UN Model Law in order to work 

in accordance with the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 

(UNCITRAL). 

 

Arbitration as an ADR Mechanism 

 

Arbitration is essentially a private method of adjudication and a consensual process. 

Parties agree to resolve their disputes by arbitration, at a venue selected by them and 

without recourse to court of law. The neutral third party, who adjudicates their dispute 

called the ‘arbitrator’, is also selected by parties themselves. The procedure of 

arbitration is usually private and confidential and the decision is final and binding.  

 

Objects and Reasons 

 

The statements of objects and reasons appended to the bill proceeded as follows: 

The law on arbitration in India was at the time of the adoption of the new Act 

substantially contained in three enactments, namely: 

 

•  The Arbitration Act, 1940 

•  The Arbitration (Protocol and Convention) Act, 1937 

•  The Foreign Awards (Recognition and Enforcement) Act, 1961 

 

It was felt that the Arbitration Act of 1940 was outdated. This highlighted the need 

for an amendment. In light of the same, the UNCITRAL Model Law and Rules were 
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adopted with appropriate modifications to serve as a model or legislation on domestic 

arbitration and conciliation. By virtue of the same, the present Act seeks to consolidate 

and amend the law relating to domestic arbitration, international commercial 

arbitration, enforcement of foreign arbitral awards and to define the law relating to 

conciliation, taking into account the UNCITRAL Model Law and Rules.  

 

Main Objectives of the Act 

 

The main objectives are as follows: 

 

1. To comprehensively cover international commercial arbitration and 

conciliation as also domestic arbitration and conciliation. 

2. To make provision for an arbitral procedure which is fair, efficient and 

capable of meeting the needs of the specific arbitration. 

3. To provide that the Arbitral Tribunal gives reasons for its arbitral awards 

4. To ensure that the Arbitral Tribunal remains within the limits of its 

jurisdiction. 

5. To minimize the supervisory role of courts in the arbitral process. 

6. To permit an Arbitral Tribunal to use mediation, conciliation or other 

procedures during the arbitral proceedings to encourage settlement of 

disputes. 

7. To provide that every final arbitral award is enforced in the same manner as 

if it were a decree of the court. 

8. To provide that a settlement agreement reached by the parties as a result of 

conciliation proceedings will have the same status and effect as an arbitral 

award on agreed terms on the substance of the dispute rendered by an 

Arbitral Tribunal. 

9. To provide that, for purposes of enforcement of foreign awards, every 

arbitral award made in a country to which one of the two International 

Conventions relating to foreign arbitral awards, to which India is a party 

applies, will be treated as a foreign award. 
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Beneficial Features 

 

The Supreme Court, in the case of Centrotrade Minerals & Metals Inc. v. Hindustan 

Copper Ltd.2, pointed out the beneficial features of the Act as follows: 

 

• Fair resolution of a dispute by an impartial tribunal without any unnecessary 

delay or expense 

• Party autonomy is paramount subject only to such safeguards as are 

necessary in public interest 

• The Arbitral Tribunal is enjoined with a duty to act fairly and impartially 

 

Shortcomings 

	

In the same case as the aforementioned, the court also pointed out the shortcomings 

to be as follows: 

 

• No provision is made for expediting awards or the subsequent proceedings in 

the courts where applications are filed for setting aside awards. 

• An aggrieved party has to start again from the District Court for challenging 

the award. 

 

TYPES OF ARBITRATION 

 

Arbitration is generally characterized in two types – institutional arbitration and ad hoc 

arbitration.  

 

Institutional Arbitration 

 

The arbitration where the parties choose a particular arbitral institution to administer 

their arbitration in the arbitration agreement is called institutional arbitration. In this 
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kind of arbitration, the arbitration is submitted to the rules of a permanent institution 

of arbitration. A typical arbitral clause choosing ICC as the institution to administer 

the arbitration between them will look like, “all disputes arising in connection with 

the present contract shall be finally settled under the rules of ICC”.  

 

Advantages: 

 

i.  Degree of permanency 

ii.  Modern rules of arbitration 

iii.  High quality technical support facility 

iv.  Better scrutiny of awards 

 

Disadvantages: 

 

(i) Cost is higher (Cost is determined on the ad-valorem of the amount involved 

in the claim) 

(ii) Time problems with the respondent 

(iii) Lack of greater flexibility 

(iv) Process is extremely technical and involves higher time for its resolution. 

 

Ad-hoc Arbitration 

 

Ad hoc arbitration is the arbitration constituted by rules, as determined or devised by 

the parties. And arbitral clause for ad hoc arbitration will look like, “all dispute or 

differences arising out of or in connection with this agreement shall be referred o and 

determined by arbitration”. 

 

Advantages: 

 

i. Parties agree to their own rules 

ii.  Greater flexibility offered 

iii.  Usually less costly and less technical in comparison to institutional 

arbitration 
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iv.  The adoption of UNCITRAL rules of Arbitration provide modern 

rules. 

 

Disadvantages: 

 

i.  Depends on co-operation and effectiveness of parties 

ii.  Greater chance of existence of factual errors in the award 

 

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ACT AND MINIMIZATION OF THE 

SUPERVISORY ROLE OF COURTS 

 

The Supreme Court, in the case of Food Corporation of India v. Indian Council of 

Arbitration3, has distinctly said that the legislative intent is to minimize the 

supervisory role of the court in the arbitral process and quick nomination or 

appointment of arbitrator, leaving all contentious issues to be decided in arbitration. 

The Court, in the case of Shyama Charan Agarwala & Sons v. Union of India4, held 

that one of the aims is to settle all the disputes between the parties and to avoid further 

litigation. Along with this, the Court has, time and again, held that the provisions of 

the Act make it clear that the arbitration proceedings are to be conducted by the 

arbitrator with reasonable dispatch.  

 

It follows that after passing of the award the court should also dispose of proceedings 

expeditiously so that the part, in whose favor the award has been passed, actually gets 

the benefit of the arbitration clause.  

 

EXISTING CHALLENGES FACED BY ARBITRAL TRIBUNALS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND REFORMS 

 

The object of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act is to promote a pro-arbitration 

legal framework, and expeditious disposal of commercial disputes with least court 

intervention through arbitration. However, the implementation of the Act over time 

																																																								
3 (2003) 6 SCC 564. 
4 (2002) 6 SCC 201. 
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has shown that courts have interpreted the Act in a manner that has resulted in delay 

in disposal of arbitration proceedings, increased court intervention and frustration of 

the objectives of the legislation. Commenting on the conduct of arbitral proceedings, 

the Law Commission has observed: 

 

“However, despite existing provisions in the Act which are aimed at ensuring proper conduct 

of arbitral proceedings, the Commission found that the experience of arbitrating in India has 

been largely unsatisfactory for all stakeholders. Proceedings in arbitration are becoming a 

replica of court proceedings, despite the specific provisions in Chapter V of the Act which 

provide adequate powers to the arbitral tribunal.” 

 

In light of the same, the Ministry of Law and Justice issued a Consultation Paper in 

April, 2010 inviting suggestions/comments from various stakeholders. The Ministry 

then made a reference to the Law Commission to undertake a comprehensive study 

of the Act and propose necessary amendments. After conducting extensive 

deliberations, the Law Commission, in its 246th Report submitted in August 2014, 

recommended various amendments to the Act. The recommendations aim to reduce 

delays and enhance expeditious disposal of arbitration proceedings. The 

recommendations are as follows: 

 

• Amendment of Section 7(b) of the principal Act to recognize contracts 

communicated through electronic means are also treated as valid arbitration 

agreements 

• Amendment of Section 8 to the effect that while considering an application 

for reference to arbitration the court shall prima facie examine the existence of 

a valid arbitration agreement and no other issue 

• Amendment of Section 9 to provide that arbitration proceedings shall be 

commenced within 90 days from the grant of interim measures by Court and 

after commencement of arbitration, Courts shall ordinarily not entertain 

application relating to grant of interim measures under Section 9. 

• Insertion of a new provision: Section 10A to provide that arbitrators should 

charge a composite fee for disposal of cases and not on the basis of per sitting. 

• Inserting of new sub-section 6A to Section 11 to the effect that while 
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considering an application for appointment of arbitrator the court shall prima 

facie examine the existence of a valid arbitration agreement and no other issues. 

• Insertion of a new sub-section 13 to Section 11 to ensure that applications for 

appointment of arbitrators by court are disposed of ordinarily within 60 days 

from the date of service of notice to the opposite party. 

• Insertion of a new sub-section 3 to Section 17 to recognize that an order for 

interim measure granted by an arbitral tribunal is treated as an order of a court 

and is automatically enforced under the Code of Civil Procedure. 

• Insertion of a new provision Section 29A to provide a time-limit of 9 months 

for making an award by arbitration tribunals from the date of first hearing. It 

states further that if the award is not made within a specified period, 

arbitration proceedings shall stand terminated and on application filed by a 

party, court may decide as to whether the arbitrator(s) are entitled to any fees. 

The court has also been empowered to debar an arbitrator from taking any 

fresh arbitration for three years if after enquiry the Court finds that the delay 

is caused due to the arbitrator, for his personal benefit.   

 

This Arbitration and Conciliation Act (Amendment) Bill, 2015 was an important step 

towards making India a hub of International Commercial Arbitration. However, in 

January 2017 the government set up the Srikrishna Committee to review the 

institutional arbitration landscape in India and recommend reforms. The committee 

submitted its report in August 2017 and made several recommendations, including: 

 

• Several reforms regarding the notification, management, knowledge-

management and handling of BIT disputes filed against India by various inter-

governmental bodies. 

• The setting up of the Arbitration Promotion Council of India for: 

 

i.  grading arbitration institutes 

ii.  recognizing professional institutions accrediting arbitrators 

iii.  creating judicial offices specializing in arbitration disputes within 

India’s court system 

iv. establishing a National Litigation Policy promoting arbitration in 
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government contracts 

v.  reforming the Indian Arbitration Act to remove ambiguities created 

by the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act 2015. 

 

 

These recommendations have led to the preparation of the Arbitration and 

Conciliation (Amendment) Bill 2018, which has been approved by the Union Cabinet 

for introduction in Parliament for deliberations and approval. This bill seeks to amend 

the Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 in order to address the ambiguities that 

have arisen after the 2015 amendments entered into force. Particularly, the bill seeks 

to clarify whether the 2015 amendments can be applied retrospectively. Separately, the 

bill also clarifies the scope of time limits for issuing arbitral awards which had been 

introduced by the 2015 amendments.  

 

Further, the bill introduces new provisions dealing with confidentiality of arbitration 

proceedings and arbitral awards and immunity of arbitrators against civil liability. It 

also envisages the creation of an independent body called the Arbitration Council of 

India, whose mandate would be to accredit arbitrators and grade arbitral institutions, 

as well as to maintain an electronic depository of arbitral awards. Finally, the bill 

enables the Supreme Court of India (for international arbitration) and the High Courts 

(for domestic arbitrations) to designate arbitral institutions to carry out arbitrator 

appointments in order to facilitate speedy appointment of arbitrators without the need 

for court interference. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The legal framework governing arbitration in India has a lengthy history. The Supreme 

Court has upheld the constitutionality of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 

by stating that the Act in no way offends the Basic Structure Doctrine as judicial review 

of the result of this mechanism i.e. judicial review of an arbitral award is prescribed in 

the legislation. The validity of the Arbitration Act was also upheld in the case of Babar 

Ali v. Union of India (2000) 2 SCC 178 where the court held that just because the 

judicial scrutiny is at the penultimate stage, it cannot be held as a ground to declare 

the legislation ultra vires to the Constitution.  

 

Ever since the decision in the case of Bharat Aluminium v. Kaiser Aluminium 

Technical Services (popularly known as the BALCO decision), the Supreme Court 

minimised the supervisory role of the courts in the arbitration process. 

 

The aforementioned recommendations by the Law Commission and Sai Krishna 

Committee and the decisions by Courts have proved that India is working towards 

establishing a set standard in the Arbitration world. Arbitration has made it easier for 

various entities to approach and seek a resolution to the disputes pertaining to them. 

However, there still remain certain decisions which are not in consonance with the 

Act. It is this point where the importance of advancements and the recommendations 

given by various Committees and the Law Commission arises. India, in order to 

become a hub of international commercial arbitration, is working towards improving 

the law through these recommendations. 

	


